


A scale model of a Japanese Zero of World fame, built by a member of the Modelers Society, is so true to detail characters are on the instrument panel 
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Plastic Scale Authenticity Is 
By Lois 

SOME hobbyists are content to  kit and build a plane, ship or it on a shelf and forget about it. members of t h e International Modelers To the Seattle chapter of the I. S., authenticity is the Their models must be ate, so they research the history learning the history of the plane its original builder. The country pany that purchased the craft is well as construction details, markings, flight areas they were used in and the position The group, which was the can chapter of the organization in England, meets the third each month in the crafts room of seum of Science and Industry the models and Although planes are the models, some I. P. M. S. struct miniature soldiers, tanks, automobiles. Through their search perfect reproduction, they turing data, such as the type assembly methods and pertinent the time the vehicle was in 

F
modelers specialize in planes particular country. A collection Air Force models is owned by a sixth-grade teacher at on the other hand, Bill Weaver, cal engineer at The Boeing planes representing as countries as If the kits do not include cals and other markings, must provide them himself. In the Jim Schubert's Japanese Zeros, volves painting, with a very and tiny brush, the Japanese in the cockpit and on Modelers have found that foreign-made kits are more American-made ones, partly American kits are If the modeler wishes to build for which no kit is available, he choices: Wait until a company kit; convert an existing model, it from bits and pieces of Conversion is the simpler, if it and building it from bits and ly involves extensive make matters worse, frequently er will complete his plane only to has just become available in a 
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